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ABSTRACT

Many modern distributed storage systems emphasize availability and partition tolerance over consistency, leading to many systems that provide weak data consistency. However, weak data consistency is difficult for both system designers and users to reason about. Formal specifications offer precise descriptions of consistency behavior, but they require expertise and specialized tools to apply to real software systems. In this paper, we propose and describe consistency oracles, an alternative way of specifying the consistency model of a system that provides interactive answers, making them easier and more flexible to use in a variety of ways. A consistency oracle mimics the interface of a distributed storage system, but returns all possible values that may be returned under a given consistency model. This allows consistency oracles to be directly applied in the testing and verification of both distributed storage systems and the client software that uses those systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As data storage systems become more and more distributed, they have increasingly moved towards various weak data consistency models. As demonstrated by Amazon’s well-known shopping cart example [26], many of these systems, such as Cassandra, Amazon S3 and DynamoDB emphasize availability and partition tolerance over consistency, and thus motivated a departure from strong to weak consistency. However, weak consistency models, such as eventual consistency, are not well specified, leading developers of both storage systems and applications to disagree over what the correct consistency behavior should be. For example, developers of Cassandra had a long, complicated discussion on a correct behavior for Cassandra Bug-2494 [6] as described in Section 2.2.

To properly take advantage of weak consistency, developers using such systems should be able to easily get the answer to two important questions. First, given the current state of the system and a read of a value, what possible values could be returned? Second, if my application uses a weakly consistent system, how should I handle the stale or inconsistent values it might return? To answer these questions, we need to know the precise and correct behavior of various consistency models.

Formal specifications are one well-known way of having a precise description of what the behavior of a system should be. However, formal specifications are often only useful when used in conjunction with formal verification tools, which require specialized knowledge that is beyond the domain of most software developers. Even with such tools, the application of a formal specification to check the correctness of a system often involves manual tuning and a considerable amount of human effort [17]. As a result, even if employed, their use is often limited to a specialized subset of the development team in a large software project. Furthermore, as formal specifications need to be used with formal verification tools and typically used to verify the system implementation, they usually offer little benefit to developers of client applications who use the verified service.

We propose a more practical alternative to formal specifications, called a consistency oracle, which addresses these two issues. Currently, formal specifications exist as descriptions of a system, usually defining an abstract state machine, invariants and safety properties of a system. Rather than describing system’s behavior, consistency oracles provide answers to queries posed to them about how the system should behave. Specifically, they answer the question “given all data and meta-data of a system, what are all the valid values a system could return to a given query”. We argue that this format is both easier and more flexible (in that they can be used in more ways) than current formal specifications. It can be used to directly answer the first question posed earlier, and combined with testing, can answer the second by allowing a developer to see all the implications of the values a weakly consistent system could return.

Our prototype consistency oracle takes the history of the current and all previous operations capturing all data and meta-data of the system and the description of the consistency model that a service should provide. The consistency oracle then produces an answer that is the set of all values that could be read as a result of the current operation. Since the oracle takes essentially the same interface as the service, users may integrate the consistency oracle with their testing framework to verify their system’s behaviors. Moreover,
users do not need specialized knowledge to use the consistency oracle but just need to properly invoke API calls similar to those of any data storage system.

We envision two usage scenarios of consistency oracles.

1. To check storage system servers: Driving servers using advanced testing tools such as concrete model checker, fuzzer or concolic execution engine [7], we check if servers would violate the consistency model by comparing values from real storage system servers with answers from consistency oracles.

2. To check client applications: While driving applications using the aforementioned tools, we can redirect each I/O request to consistency oracles instead of storage system servers. Then, for each write, consistency oracles will produce an answer that is a set of all valid values to read. From the answer, a value can be uniformly picked and returned to applications. Finally, we can check whether values returned to applications follow the consistency behavior, breaking any application-specific invariant or not.

Furthermore, consistency oracles can contribute towards the standardization of consistency models. Standardization of generic consistency models like “eventual consistency” will increase the portability of the client applications between services, whereas clients today are often highly tied to the service they interact with, not only because of the service’s API, but also because of the subtle differences in consistency behaviors across services. Finally, having consistency oracles also can help to establish unambiguous service level agreement (SLA) between service providers and customers. By exactly specifying the set of values a service may return in any circumstance via (O) described in Section 3.1, the SLA can simply and precisely specify what consistency guarantees the service will provide.

Section 2 will elaborate on the motivations for consistency oracles. Then, we discuss the design of our prototype consistency oracle in more detail in Section 3. Section 4 will describe what we are currently working on and planning to do in the future. Finally, we talk about related work in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2 MOTIVATION
Current consistency model specifications have shortcomings that consistency oracles can address. We outline them below.

2.1 Lack of specifications
Current distributed storage systems do not precisely specify the consistency behavior in a way that is easy for users to understand all the possible values a system may return. This underspecification can arise in many ways. We give examples of several that we have observed in our experience. First, many distributed systems are highly configurable in the way they handle reads, writes and replication. For example, the MongoDB documentation [14] states:

You can configure each write to return after success on the primary, on multiple set members, a majority of set members, or all members. Reads can be applied to the primary member, to secondary members if the primary is unavailable, to specific members exclusively (for workload isolation), or to the nearest secondary based on ping distance.

From this we can see there are 4 ways to configure writes and 4 ways to configure reads resulting in 16 combinations! However, the specification just gives the options without specifying how the combinations of read and write configurations may interact with each other. Developers must fill in the missing information themselves. Unfortunately, it is often the case that different developers may come to different conclusions when filling in such information.

Second, descriptions like the MongoDB one above describe how the system is implemented, but not what the behavior that results from that implementation will be. For example, the MongoDB configuration options do not describe any behavior such as how stale the values returned can be or whether values can be observed in an order different from how they are written. This information is underspecified and could likely only be gleaned by the user if they had detailed knowledge of both the code implementation and the system deployment.

The tendency to have many configuration options and describe the implementation of the system in the specification means that the actual behavior of the system is up to the reader of the specification to interpret. This is because the specifications are neither precise nor complete. Consistency oracles are by their nature both precise and complete. For any query, they will return the set of possible values the system could return.

2.2 Confusion about behavior
Imprecise specification and the lack of a reference model mean that users and even system developers often cannot agree on what the expected system behavior should be. A good example is given by Cassandra Bug-2494 [6]. This bug concerns the possibility that a client may see non-monotonically increasing writes when Cassandra reads are configured to use quorums. The bug report has a total of 17 messages plus a reference to an e-mail thread with another 10 messages. The bug messages start off with a statement from one developer stating that the requested level of consistency part of the specified behavior of Cassandra:

As far as I can tell the consistency being asked for was never promised by Cassandra is in fact not expected.

Only to be refuted by another developer who believes it is in the behavioral specification:

I think the guarantee of quorum reads not seeing old writes once a quorum read sees a new write is very useful. I suspect most people already think that this guarantee occurs, including, it seems, Jonathan Ellis1."

Finally, the last comment, which appears 4 years after the patch to fix the bug was applied, asks the question:

The relevant code in the patch has changed significantly. Is the monotonic read consistency guarantee still provided?

This simple example illustrates the problems that arise when people have to mentally translate complex specification into a mental model of system behavior – it is rare for all people to do it in the same way once the specification gets suitably complex. Instead

---

1Jonathan Ellis was the chairman of the Cassandra Project at the time
of specifying behavior, consistency oracles demonstrate behavior and thus cannot lead to differences in interpretation.

2.3 Lack of standards

Consistency specifications for deployed systems have subtle and complex differences between services. For example, Amazon's S3 service generally provides eventual consistency, but in some cases, offers slightly more esoteric behavior [1]:

Amazon S3 provides read-after-write consistency for PUTS of new objects in your S3 bucket in all regions with one caveat. The caveat is that if you make a HEAD or GET request to the key name (to find if the object exists) before creating the object, Amazon S3 provides eventual consistency for read-after-write.

Such differences make migration from one service to another non-trivial. Even if application developers replace all API calls from the old service with those of the new one, differences in consistency behavior may lead to subtle and unexpected misbehavior. As a result, changing underlying storage systems is always a risky and difficult engineering task.

As the number of cloud services and systems increases, the need to be able to easily migrate from one system to another will become increasingly important as users seek to avoid vendor lock-in and remove bottlenecks as their application usage increases. Consistency oracles can act as a standard to which both services and client applications can be engineered to meet. Clients and services that have been successfully tested against the same consistency oracle will be more likely to be compatible, even if they have never been used together before.

3 CONSISTENCY ORACLE

3.1 Overview

A consistency oracle is a software artifact with an interface similar to a generic distributed storage system. Clients interact with the oracle by submitting read and write operations. However, rather than trying to store data quickly, efficiently and reliably, the consistency oracle's only goal is to compute all possible responses to any operation performed by the client. As a result, the architecture of a consistency oracle is very different from that of a distributed storage system.

One major difference is that while a consistency oracle typically describes consistency behavior for a distributed system, it itself does not have to be distributed and exists as a monolithic, single-threaded application. Figure 1 shows architecture overview. Our current consistency oracle takes a basic read and write operation². To interact with the oracle, clients make requests to the oracle like they would do to a distributed storage system. More formally, our consistency oracle takes each operation as an (INPUT) tuple:

\[(\text{CID}) \ (\text{KEY}) \ (\text{OP}) \ (\text{VAL}) \ (\text{TS}) \ (\text{USR})\]

where (CID) means client ID, (KEY) is data object ID, (OP) is the operation type (either read or write), (VAL) means hash of the data value, (TS) means timestamp, (USR) is user provided tag for extensibility. Specifically, a consistency oracle provides two types of interface calls. One is Append((INPUT), (CM)) and the other is Query((INPUT), (CM)). The parameter (CM) defines the consistency model the operation is made under. For Append, (CM) is also passed in to update session information appropriately. Then, the user can call Query with the (CM) to select the consistency model. The Query also takes (INPUT) as we need to provide a read operation for which the consistency oracle returns the answer given the global history.

We assume the existence of a global history (GHIST), which is a totally ordered sequence of (INPUT)s. (GHIST) is initially an empty string and on each request, an (INPUT) is appended to the global history: \(\text{GHIST} \cdot \text{INPUT}\). Because the global history contains every operation of every client, any consistency model can be supported as long as the consistency model can be expressed as restrictions on what values are allowed to be read within this global history. We currently cannot express concurrent overlapping operations in (GHIST), and discuss how we may extend consistency oracles to support these in Section 4.2.

Our prototype supports various consistency guarantees: Strong Consistency, Consistent Prefix, Monotonic Reads, Bounded Staleness, Read-My-Write, and Eventual Consistency, which we will refer to as SC, CP, MR, BS, RM, or EC, respectively [25]. For instance, we can specify a consistency model supporting consistent prefix, monotonic reads and bounded staleness by the set \((\text{CM}) = [\text{CP, MR, BS}]\).

Upon receiving a Query, the oracle returns the list of all valid values from the global history that a system with the specified consistency model could return. The oracle models each consistency guarantee using the module specific to that guarantee. When receiving a Query request, the consistency oracle will have each of the consistency modules read the global history and return the set of values that can be returned given the restrictions in each respective module. Then, the final answer is produced by computing the intersection of the selected consistency modules. Hence, the values contained in all of sets produced by the selected modules are the ones satisfying all selected consistency guarantees and therefore satisfying the consistency model composed of those guarantees.

²We can emulate most other common storage operations such as CRUD (create, read, update, delete), list, batch operation, lock, etc. using read and write operations.
As an example, suppose we perform the sequence of operations below at the specified times, and model a system with a consistency model that includes constants prefix, monotonic reads and bounded staleness with 5 as the staleness bound (i.e. (CM) = [CP, MR, BS]):

At t=0: write(X, 1)
At t=2: write(Y, 1)
At t=6: write(X, 2)
At t=7: read(): {X=1,Y=1}
At t=8: write(X, 3)
At t=9: write(Y, 2)
At t=12: read(): {X=?,Y=?}

where X and Y are keys for integer values initialized to 0. We query the consistency oracle for the set of valid return values for the read at t=12. The consistency oracle computes the partial set of values that can be returned for each consistency guarantee individually: 
- [0,0], [1,0], [1,1], [2,1], [3,1], [3,2] for CP
- [(1,1), [2,1], [3,1], [3,2] for MR
- [2,1], [2,2], [3,1], [3,2] for BS with a 5-unit time bound, where each tuple represents the possible values for {X,Y}. Computing the intersection gives [(2,1), [3,1], [3,2]]. Consistency oracles can be easily extended to support new consistency models by implementing and adding a module that models the new consistency model.

3.2 Computing the ordering of operations

The consistency oracle is expected to be used in the testing environment where every client and server can be running on a single machine. Thus, the single clock enables a total order of all operations to be defined in the global history. This total order is the same total order that would exist in a distributed system if all servers had perfectly synchronized clocks and timestamped every operation they performed in the same way.

Given this total order, the consistency oracle must compute all possible orders a distributed system with a certain consistency model may interpret the operations to have occurred. A simple case is a system that enforces strong consistency, where the only order of operations that the system can interpret the operations as having occurred in is the same as the total order specified in the global history. A more complex case is that of eventual consistency, where the operations in the total order can be interpreted by the consistency oracle to have happened in any arbitrary order. In that case, for a certain query in the global history, the consistency oracle must return results for all permutations of operations previous to the current operation in the global history. Finally, for other consistency models that define limited partial orders, such as monotonic reads or read-my-writes, the consistency oracle must determine which operations may be interpreted as being unordered by the consistency model (i.e. there is no happens-before relationship defined for example), and apply conflict resolution as defined by the consistency model.

3.3 Discussion

Because consistency oracles are assumed to be ground truth in the same way as formal specifications. As a result, it is important that they are correct. Since they are very simple to implement, rigorous unit testing may be enough to have high confidence about the correctness of consistency oracles themselves. Yet, more cautious users can construct consistency oracles using formal methods and the same techniques used to produce provably correct systems [12, 13, 17]. Although this may require as much effort as any other formal specification and verification, consistency oracles can be constructed once by formal verification experts and used many times by a number of other average developers who do not have specialized knowledge and skills on formal verification. Moreover, because they are simpler than real systems, they are more amenable to formal methods.

Distributed systems are required to have a mechanism to deal with various types of failures such as crash or network partition. Failures cause nodes to have different views on the history of previous operations, because some nodes may not see the operations performed on other nodes, and vice versa. Hence, a total order may not exist initially after a failure. However, distributed systems usually provide conflict resolution mechanisms to re-establish a consistent view of the system across components. While consistency oracles currently do not model failures, and assume that systems seek to make the values they return agnostic to such failures, this is not always the case and we may wish to have consistency oracles include failures as yet another type of consistency guarantee. To do so, we can extend our consistency oracle to model failures using a new consistency model that includes failures as yet another type of consistency guarantee.

Table 1: Size of Prototype Implementation (in LOC)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Core ((GHOST, Query/Append handling))</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Structure ((CM), (INPUT))</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounded Staleness Module</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eventual Consistency Module</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monotonic Reads Module</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read-My-Writes Module</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong Consistency Module</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>281</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 CURRENT AND FUTURE WORK

4.1 Current Work

Our current consistency oracle prototype has been constructed manually. We believe consistency oracles can be generated automatically from formal specifications, and leave this for future work. Because consistency oracles simulate a distributed system but are not distributed themselves, and don’t need to be resource efficient or fast, they can be fairly simple. Table 1 gives the line counts for our consistency oracle, which is implemented in Java.

We are currently applying our consistency oracle as an invariant generator for a concrete model checker. We intend to use this model checker to detect consistency bugs in distributed storage systems such as ZooKeeper, HBase and Cassandra. To combine the oracle with the concrete model checker, we interpose on API calls to the system and record the history of those operations. We then use the model checker to explore various states the data storage system can enter, by calling different system APIs and interleaving asynchronous events. After each sequence of events, a series of API calls
calls is made that attempts to read each valid value in the storage system. At the same time, the history of API operations is passed to the consistency oracle. Then, the value returned by the data storage system is checked for membership in the set of values returned by the consistency oracle.

We hope that consistency oracles can prevent the confusion demonstrated in Cassandra Bug-2494 by providing a reference example of how a system that provides Monotonic Reads should behave. By specifying MR as a consistency guarantee and running the sequence of operations that demonstrates the issue, they can compare the behavior of the system with that of the oracle. Using a model checker would explore all possible interleavings of internal events and detect if it is possible for the system to violate the consistency guarantee.

4.2 Future Work

Currently, our consistency oracles only handle read and write operations. In the future, we plan to expand its interface and the consistency modules to also handle more complex semantics such as locks and transactions that many real data storage systems support.

We also plan to explore verifying whether client applications can correctly handle inconsistent data that can be returned by weakly consistent systems. To do this, we assume the existence of a test harness that would be used to test the client application against the data storage service. To use the consistency oracle, we replace the data storage system with the consistency oracle and include an adaptation layer that translates API calls to the data storage system into the Append and Query operations of the consistency oracle. For read and write operations, we can append the operation in the same order that they are invoked. For read operations, the consistency oracle will pick one of the possible values and return it to the client operation. Repeated testing will enable the client to be tested against all possible return values, guaranteeing that the client will have been tested against obscure or uncommon values, as well as common ones.

Using consistency oracles to test clients is agnostic to the way inputs are generated for the client application. As long as the inputs cover a variety of cases, it does not matter whether the client inputs are generated using a fuzzier, concolic execution engine or just manually specified test scripts.

The consistency oracle prototype currently requires the total ordering to be determined by the oracle users using the synchronized clock. In cases where the storage system does not itself determine a total order, it may not be possible to define such a total order for the consistency oracle’s global history. We plan to address this by extending the global history to be a database of operations, recorded by the start and end time of each operation, thus permitting partially ordered concurrent operations. Each consistency module would then need to be altered to take this into account.

5 RELATED WORK

Several previous works devised consistency checking algorithms[2, 4, 5]. Also, there were a few works looking at the consistency from the security perspective where untrusted storage provider may get compromised and violate consistency guarantees[16, 20, 22]. Yet, these systems do not deal with various composable consistency models.

There have been several consistency benchmarking techniques developed by researchers[3, 8, 9, 23, 27]. However, these are just trying to measure how fast the update on data gets converged across replicas.

There were automation techniques for finding bugs in distributed systems implementation. Concrete model checkers were studied for detecting concurrency bugs in distributed systems[10, 11, 15, 18, 21, 24, 28, 29]. None of them checks for the violation of relaxed consistency model.

Also, there was previous work on providing automation to select the appropriate consistency level[19]. However, the work does not support as many consistency models.

6 CONCLUSION

Weak consistency models have gained popularity over the last decade, as more and more services have been moving to the cloud. However, many systems and services do not precisely specify the consistency model that is supported, leaving the consistency behavior open to interpretation. To overcome the limitations of current state-of-the-art, we propose consistency oracle as a pragmatic instantiation of a formal specification. We plan to develop techniques using the oracle to help using various consistency models safer and, therefore, can encourage systems and services to support a larger range of consistency guarantees from which client application may benefit.
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